KeyKeeper XL Features
KeyKeeper XL is a perfect fit for any business that requires unsupervised key drops after business hours. The unique
features of KeyKeeper XL offer many benefits; the two most important being increased customer service which leads to
higher sales revenue and peace of mind for you in knowing that your
“We had a key drop system
before, but we wanted a proper,
customers’ or your own cars are protected from theft. The security
professional key security
features of KeyKeeper XL give you unprecedented protection from theft
system. KeyKeeper XL is the best
system we’ve seen.”
attempts – once a set of keys is deposited into the KeyKeeper XL, they can
only be retrieved through the secure cabinet inside your building.
- Mark McKay, Service Manager
Cooksville Dodge Chrysler
KeyKeeper XL is easy to install, durable and virtually maintenance free.
Some of the security and construction features of the KeyKeeper XL include:
Fabricated using all 1/4”
and 3/16” plate steel for
superior strength
Durable nylon
handle is designed
to break away
during a theft
attempt and is easy
to replace.
Puck lock is
easy to use,
easy to
change and
gives you
superior
security .

Service envelopes are
stored inside drawer for
convenience. Drawer is
used as a writing surface.

Drop slot is gated so that
deposited keys cannot be
accessed from outside.
Other security features
prevent fishing, prybar or
hammer attacks as well as
other theft attempt types.

Dimensions:
15.5”
22.5”
9”

Front Face

Interior cabinet has 1/4”
plate steel back with
reinforced door and frame
designed to withstand the
most aggressive theft
attempts.

13.5”*
Body / Cabinet
Assembly
7.5”
* Cabinet mounts to back of body. For
walls thicker than 13”, recess cabinet into
interior stud wall assembly.

13.25”

15”

Cabinet

KeyKeeper XL is manufactured by:
Secure Industries
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